[Primary immunodeficiency and autoimmune diseases].
Primary immunodeficiencies consist of a group of genetically heterogeneous immune disorders affecting distinct elements of the innate and adaptive immune system. Patients with primary immunodeficiency are more prone to develop not only recurrent infections, but non-infectious complications, like inflammatory or granulomatous conditions, lymphoproliferative and solid malignancies, autoinflammatory disorders, and a broad spectrum of autoimmune diseases. The concomitant appearance of primary immunodeficiency and autoimmunity appears to be rather paradoxical, therefore making the diagnosis of immunodeficiency patients with autoimmune complications challenging. Mutations of one or more genes playing a fundamental role in immunoregulation and/or immune tolerance network are thought to be responsible for primary immunodeficiencies. The diverse immunological abnomalities along with the compensatory and excessive sustained inflammatory response result in tissue damage and finally in manifestation of organ-, cell-specific or systemic autoimmune diseases. Several forms of primary immunodeficiency disorders are characterized by a variety of specific autoimmune phenomena. This overview addresses the spectrum of autoimmune diseases associated with primary immunodeficiencies, and explores the molecular and cellular mechanisms underlying abnormalities of the immune system. The case presented finally highlights that both the recognition of autoimmune diseases in association with immunodeficiencies and the diagnosis of immunodefiency in those phenotypes with predominant autoimmunity could be challenging. Orv Hetil. 2018; 159(23): 908-918.